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Make your journey 
an extraordinary one

Vladimir Zinchenko

owner of OceanClass Yachts and CEO

Vladimir Zinchenko, Founder and CEO of SVP Yachts, current builder of Greenline Yachts, OceanClass Yachts and Shipman Carbon Yachts became a 

dealer for Shipman, luxury carbon sailing yachts in 2006. In 2009 he recognized the potential of the first production hybrid motor boats Greenline 

Yachts, the pioneer in hybrid propulsion and the world leader with more than 500 hybrid yachts sailing. The journey between the Carribbean and 

the Mediterranean ended for Vladimir and his wife in 2011 when he parted ways with his Shipman 63, and settled down. Now, Vladimir Zinchenko 

is at the helm of Slovenia’s largest yacht producer, SVP Yachts, employing 250 engineers and skilled craftsmen building Greenline Yachts, Shipman 

Carbon Yachts and OceanClass Yachts.

The story with OceanClass Yachts evolved from Skagen 50, magnificent oceangoing motor yacht with extraordinary seakeeping abilities. The idea 

was to modernize the segment of trawler yachts and that is how the OceanClass 70 was born. We wanted to offer a modern trawler that would offer 

the freedom to go anywhere in comfort, with convenience and in safety. 

“Our journey began in 2004 when my wife and I decided to turn our lives upside down. My lifelong romance was sailing and the sea and I felt it  

was time. We left Russia and bought a yacht in Northern Germany setting sails for the Carribbean. The journey lasted seven years and 

our destination was finding a place to settle down. After 250.000 miles, six Atlantic crossings and visiting close to 60 countries, we arrived. 

In Slovenia”.
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OceanClass Yachts are created to harmonise the modern 

design, comfort and luxury while employing the latest 

building technologies and principles such as vacuum infusion 

technology using the best materials that will ensure the 

strength and safety a Class A vessel must provide in order 

to withstand the high seas of open oceans. This makes 

OceanClass Yachts one of the few luxury motor yachts in this 

size range, that fit the criteria for A certification that also 

allow the highest level of customisation to accommodate  

the owners taste and wishes.

Oceans are the least explored part of our planet  

and our curiosity and admiration for this magnificent 

planet drives us to create yachts that offer  

the freedom and the confidence to go…, well 

anywhere. And to do so with your family and friends  

in the comfort and safety of your Class-A yacht. 

OceanClass. 

Our passion 
for the oceans

design and  
engineering
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tooling  
and prototyping

OceanClass Yachts models are tooled inhouse 

using its own high-precision 5-axis milling 

machines and model-shop/tooling technicians 

with extensive knowhow and experience 

based on building the tooling for world’s 

most renowned yards. The very sophisticated 

tooling used is the base of a very efficient and 

streamlined production process - arguably

one of the most advanced worldwide.

infusion  
technology

handcrafted

OceanClass Yachts have adopted the vacuum 

infusion technology since it’s inception. 

Compared to traditional hand lay-up there 

are several benefits such as optimal amount 

of resin used in the process resulting in optimal 

weight and stiffness, higher quality of materials 

used (osmosis proof vinyl ester resin) as well as 

being environmentally friendlier.

Tradition and experience means a great deal 

in boat building. A boat (sailing or power) will 

always be, at least at decisive stages, a hand 

made product therefore craftsmanship is of 

great importance. OceanClass Yachts are built 

by one of the most skilled and experienced 

craftsmen based on centuries of local 

boatbuilding tradition and over half a century 

of composite boatbuilding experience.
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There is more to an OceanClass Yacht than meets the eye. Gentle and beautiful on the outside, she is designed and crafted to withstand the roughest 

seas. She meets the high standards for Class A navigation - open ocean, force 8 on the Beaufort scale, 40+ knots of wind and 5m waves at open sea. 

She will answer your calling... let’s explore! Her protective nature will keep you and your family safe and comfortable on your every voyage.

She ensures the perfect balance between safety and comfort for you to enjoy your every moment spent onboard either in a quiet bay, or escaping 

a storm. She is a true SUV (Sports Utility Vessel) of the seas.

For the vessel to be granted Class A certification according to EU Recreational Craft Directive formed in 1998, the craft must comply with strict criteria 

in terms of expectations for construction strength, stability, freeboard, reserve buoyancy, resistance to down-flooding, deck drainage and other 

seaworthiness criteria.

Class A

d e s i g n e d  f o r  t h e  o c e a n

OceanClass yachts have very low center of gravity which makes them  

extremely seaworthy during navigation for safe journeys as well as very 

stable at anchor for high comfort enjoying your favorite spots.

Albert Einstein said 

“You can’t blame gravity for falling in love” 

Optimal position of the center of gravity is of the utmost importance for a vessel’s stability.

OceanClass Yachts comply with the strict CE regulations for Class A certification for ocean navigation.

a b c

s e a w o r t h y

f a s t

e a s i l y
m a n o u v e r a b l e
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We value your individualism and the desire to 

be a part of the creation of your yacht. That is 

why we pay special attention to your desires 

when it comes to colors and materials and 

small details that will make your yacht truly 

your own. There is a wide variety of different 

upholstery materials to choose from as well as 

furniture wood and other details to create your 

perfect individual atmosphere.

Your ship, 
your choice

c u s t o m i z a t i o n

We let you create your own 

atmosphere from our rich mood 

boards with exquisite materials 

that work best at sea.

We devoted tremendous amount of time to 

finding the finest materials for you to choose 

from. When designing your yacht, we make it 

your prerogative to be involved to a level of your 

choosing. You can select from the finest leathers 

and other materials from our best suppliers 

and you can even get regular visits from our 

designers and project managers at your home 

to help you create your perfect yacht.
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your choice 
for responsible yachting

Enjoying the yachting life doesn’t have to mean your pleasure 

comes at the expense of environment and nature that surrounds you. 

SVP Yachts is taking all measures to ensure minimum carbon footprint 

of all our vessels. Apart from the environmentally friendly production, 

we have also developed a hybrid propulsion for our yachts to minimize 

fuel consumption and make your journeys silent and that much 

more enjoyable. Responsible boating and boat building has been 

our mission for more than a decade now. We launched our first hybrid 

propulsion in 2008 with the Greenline 33 and since then there are 

more than one thousand hybrid boats sailing all over the world.  

There are so many more benefits to H-Drive than just navigating in 

silence. We utilize the powerful lithium batteries the Hybrid propulsion 

is powered with, for onboard consumers as well without the need of 

running a noisy and smelly generator. You can enjoy your AC power in 

the same way as you do in the comfort of your own home. Solar panels 

on the T-top provide enough power during the day to keep up with most 

of the consumers onboard which makes life onboard comfortable and 

convenient. 

r e s p o n s i b l e  e q u i p m e n t
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solar roof

lithium batteries

Solar roof is available regardless of whether you choose the H-Drive system or a traditional diesel drive to power your OceanClass. You can still collect 

and store  the power from the sun, utilizing highly efficient solar panels on the hardtop thereby producing electricity to power all systems including 

home appliances with 230V or 120V AC power to make your living onboard as pleasant and convenient as possible. And the best part - in silence. 

The Photo-Voltaic (PV) panels on the T-top keep the service batteries fully charged and provide additional energy for the boat’s H-Drive system. 

6 PV panels with forced air cooling deliver up to 1.8kW per hour of electric power in daylight conditions. As a result, they are capable of 

supplying constant power to on-board 230V or 120V consumers such as refrigerator, lights and entertainment systems, thus removing the 

need for a generator or shore power.

Lithium batteries have been around for a while, powering your smartphones, laptop computers and other gadgets that represent a large portion 

or our lives nowadays. With the wider adoption of electric vehicles in recent years the technology has progressed and we are proud of the fact that 

starting in 2009 Greenline Yachts have been the pioneers of utilising Lithium Polimer batteries for bigger consumers such as electric propulsion for 

vessel navigating. 

 

We can determine the size of your battery bank, most suitable for your needs based on the consumers you choose upon building your yacht. 

• no maintenance
• ease of use

• more time spent out 
  on the water, 
  whether cruising or    
  at anchor

• estimated 
   10 years life  
   expectancy

• green energy 
   production

• reducing 
   carbon footprint

• emission-free 
   navigation

• low maintenence

• lightweight 
   and compact

r e s p o n s i b l e  e q u i p m e n t

Solar & Batteries

* consumers do not include Air Conditioning

It is quite normal for all yachts built by SVP 

Yachts to be equipped with solar panels that 

provide all the power your consumers need to 

keep the level of comfort at a desirable level. 

Solar panels provide enough energy which 

ensures the consumers* can run seamlessly to 

keep your level of comfort at the proper level. 
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ac consumers 
operating without
a generator

Complete control and monitoring of consumed 

energy and charging of the batteries 

from various sources such as alternators, 

solar panels or generators is available on your 

smart phone or tablet using mobile application 

via WiFi connectivity.

With the option of solar panels in the roof 

and T-Top OceanClass offer this unique set of 

benefits that contribute immensely to your well 

being onboard. The solar panels ensure that 

consumers* can run all the time without

the danger of emptying your batteries and 

without the need to run a diesel generator. 

consumptions 
control
system

a c  p o w e r  a t  a l l  t i m e s

* consumers do not include Air Conditioning

the comfort 
of your own home
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High ambitions of our engineers, designers and craftsmen lead to the birth of the all new OceanClass 65. The latest motor yacht from the OceanClass 

line personifies the prestige and luxury of yachting lifestyle. Her distinctive characteristic make her the leader in her class with the modern, yet classy 

look, superb comfort and quality together with numerous innovative solutions. Modern design, ecological propulsion and other features drive this 

yachts to be the choice in the 20-m yacht range in all perspectives.

the gentleman among luxury yachts
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Weather you want to enjoy the views in the company of each other on your slow cruise, or escape the storm and reach your destination fast and in style,  

OceanClass Yachts is the right choice for the widest variety of sea conditions. 
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Designed for the new generation of experienced yachtsmen and mature sailors looking for a more comfortable, high-quality and satisfying ship 

for serious cruising, the OceanClass 65 offers superb navigation experience as well as maximum comfort onboard. She is created for 

yachtsmen with particular lifestyles who are the most demanding customers who value the freedom to be able go anywhere in the world 

safely and comfortably. Even though OceanClass Yachts owners don’t cross oceans every time they leave their marina, they do spend 

a lot more time onboard and are more curious and adventurous and tend to sail further. Some would say that Class A certified yachts  

are like the SUVs of the seas.
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Being close to the elements and enjoying the sea in your favorite spot has never been nicer than on an OceanClass Yacht. Keeping true to our One Level Living with the 

minimum amount of stairs and the hydraulic platform together with the integrated stairs access to the sea has never been easier and safer on a yacht of such capacity.
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The unforgettable moments stay with you forever and sharing them with your loved ones is priceless. If it is in your favorite getaway spot, it is even more  

precious. Appreciate the finer things in life and forget about the worries around you. 
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A yacht is truly your own if she can be tailored to your specific taste. We pride ourselves in being able to offer our customers a large degree of customization on our OceanClass range of yachts 

in terms of fabrics, materials, color schemes and various solutions to make their lives onboard as pleasant as possible.

With the en-suite master cabin situated midships and extended to the entire beam of the ship featuring large hull windows the master quarters offer an abundance of comfort and privacy  

with stunning views to the sea.
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Preparing for those special moments requires proper space. All three cabins onboard an OceanClass 65 have en-suite bathrooms with shower stalls all made  

of fine materials like marble, leather and the finest wood.
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The guest cabin offers two separate full size single beds with ample storage and direct access to the bathroom for day use. Perfect place for your little ones 

to enjoy some peace and quiet and to escape the older generation into their own world. 
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Your guests are as important to us as they are to you. That is why we make the VIP cabin as comfortable and convenient for them as we can making sure  

they have the same breathtaking view through the large hull windows, comfortable en-suite bathroom, dedicated only to them and plenty of privacy  

for their convenience. 
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Main deck offers free and safe movement with the protected sidewalks and the connected spaces with the interior opening up into cockpit with the galley connecting both saloon and cockpit.  

The lifting bathing platform is easily accessible via the double staircases make access to the sea as comfortable as possible. As the bathing platform lowers, integrated stairs follow, so it is always 

comfortable to get a feel if the water is just right for you.

Launching your dingy only requires a push of a button on your remote control an so does picking it back up from the sea. 

The pearl of this magnificent yacht is certainly her flybridge on the upper deck. It is easily accessible from the cockpit offering the forward area, protected from the elements with a strong and 

rigid T-top enclosing the helmsman’s position and the lounging area with a comfortable sunbathing surface forward. The flybridge is one of the biggest in her class making it a superb terrace for 

those exciting yacht parties or just relaxing.
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OceanClass are designed for comfortable life onboard and enjoying time with friends and family. The two most important areas - cockpit and saloon 

are connected with a u-shaped galley with a marble countertop along the glass sliding door connecting the inner and the outer space into a perfectly  

harmonious living area. 
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technical specification

Boarding the OceanClass 65
is comfortable in every situation 
either via side entries or with
the help of the hydraulic 
gangway that extends well
over the bathing platform. 

Also available with

Engines  2x 800hp / 2x 1000hp / 2x 1150hp Cabins 3 + salon + skipper or 4 + salon + skipper

Length overall 20,80 m Berths 6 / 8 / 10

Hull length 18,70 m Toilets/washrooms 3

Beam max 5,45 m Fuel capacity 5.000 l

Displacement empty 28,0 T Water capacity 1000 l

Displacement full load 45,0 T

Ocean Class 65
DWG #01 of 04

Design Brief | Interior Arrangement
Scale 1:50 on A3

5 m

OC65 | General Layout | Flybridge | Rev. 11th January 2017

Ocean Class 65
DWG #03 of 04

Design Brief | Interior Arrangement
Scale 1:50 on A3

5 m

OC65 | General Layout | Main Deck Ver.2 | Rev. 11th January 2017

Ocean Class 65
DWG #02 of 04

Design Brief | Interior Arrangement
Scale 1:50 on A3

5 m

OC65 | General Layout | Main Deck Ver.1 | Rev. 11th January 2017

Ocean Class 65
DWG #04 of 04

Design Brief | Interior Arrangement
Scale 1:50 on A3

5 m

OC65 | General Layout | Lower Deck | Rev. 11th January 2017

Exterior design & Naval Architect: J&J Design
Interior Design: J&J Design

m a i n  d e c k

l o w e r  d e c km a i n  d e c k

s u n d e c k
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is not just any kind of yacht. she is an OceanClass
Following the heritage and the philosophy and the latest design of OceanClass Yachts, the new 58 represents the latest addition to this magnificent 

range of modern trawlers. The OceanClass 58 is quite unique in her class with her true one level living space on the main deck. Cockpit, galley, saloon, 

dinette and captain’s bridge all on the same level.  With the high level of adaptability of motorisation, cabin layouts and material selection, the new 58 

will perform perfectly in every region in the world. 
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OceanClass Yachts are created different. Created for the specific kind of yachtsman who leads a particular lifestyle. An explorer who has the confi-

dence and enjoys the extended offshore voyages. A yachtsman who values the fine things in life and does not compromise on comfort and safety of 

the crew. The OceanClass 58 is the most elegantly designed oceangoing yacht in her class. Her breathtaking looks and her toughness comes from 

the renowned J&J Design Studio while her comfort and her modern passionate side comes from the renowned Italian design studio Too Design and 

Marco Casali, highly respected interior designer with years of experience creating works of art in the superyacht world.
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Beauty, functionality and comfort are the right words to describe the drive that lead to such elegance. Carefully selected materials and excellent usage of space makes for this luxurious and 

comfortable living space with a feeling of openness and connection to the ocean.
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Enjoying the company of your closest ones at a proper dining table was a wish of the first owner of OceanClass 58. And we made it come true. Comfortable, 

protected and with a magnificent view all around. This is a custom main deck layout adapted with the galley positioned in the lower deck on port side.
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The OCEAN CLASS 58 
has three different 
boarding height levels 
(stern platform, side exit, bow),
allowing you to always 
visit and leave safely.

technical specification

Engines diesel 2x 600hp / 2x 800hp / 2x 1000hp Berths 4/6 + crew

Length overall 18,95 m Toilets/washrooms 3

Beam max 4,99 m Fuel capacity 2.500 l

Displacement empty 25 T Water capacity 660 l

Draft at full load 1,30 m Maximum speed 31 kn

Build material Composite (Glass_Vinylester) Cruising speed 23 kn

Cabins 2/3 + crew

l o w e r  d e c k

Exterior design & Naval Architect: J&J Design
Interior Design: TOO Design, Marco Casali

Also available with

l o w e r  d e c k
m a i n  d e c k

f a r  e a s t
f a r  e a s t
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It has now been ten years since we launched our first hybrid powered leisure boat, the Greenline 33 because we felt we ow it to our oceans to keep 

them preserved and clean for our future generations to enjoy as we do now. The OceanClass Yachts are built with the same sentiment of keeping the 

families on the water, keep them boating but not at a cost of the environment. Hence we offer an H-Drive solution for our OceanClass range of yachts 

as well, minimizing the carbon footprint our yachts leave behind.

We are also aware of the problem of all the plastic human rase is dumping into the oceans and we are doing what we can to reverse this by supporting 

4Ocean in their efforts for cleaning the plastic out of the waters we need to preserve for our future generations. 

The story began when Alex and Andrew took a surfing trip... to Bali, 

Indonesia, a trip that would inevitably change their lives and the fate of 

the ocean. Devastated by the amount of plastic in the ocean, they set 

out to find out why no one was doing anything about it.

Made from recycled materials, every bracelet purchased funds the 

removal of 1 pound of trash from the ocean and coastlines. In less than  

2 years, 4Ocean has removed 1.046.463 pounds of trash from the 

ocean and coastlines. 4Ocean has grown from a local movement to a 

global organization with a mission to clean our oceans of all the plastic.

We are actively by funding their efforts. With every yacht we sell, we 

remove plastic from our oceans and so do proud owners of all yachts 

produced by SVP Yachts. 

We ask you to do the same and think about what  

you can do to be a part of the solution!

4ocean.com/blogs/blog 

Because we care

A Cause Worthy 
of Supporting
A Cause Worthy 
of Supporting
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www.oceanc lass -yachts .com


